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NEW PROJECT UPDATE
Current Clubhouse and Complex

MAJOR INTERIOR RENOVATIONS IN SALISBURY, MD
Fisher Architecture has been hired to complete major interior renovations to the University
Village Apartments in Salisbury, MD. The intent is to provide new renovation plans to
convert the existing units into new desirable, marketable plans. Included will be clubhouse
updates and a design refresh through out the large complex. The units are in need of an
updated look to keep up with local markets for the students. Fisher Architecture is currently
working with the City's Department of Infrastructure and Development to find beneficial
ways to enhance the site amenities.
Unit modifications will be completed as well.
Current units that contain four bedrooms will be split into one and two bedroom matrix
of apartments. The exteriors are expected to stay the same but the whole complex will feel
'new' in 2019!
University Village was originally built in 2005 and includes 149 units, in 3 story buildings.
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STAFF SPOTLIGHT
TIMOTHY BAIN

Fisher Architecture LLC, a locally
owned,
experienced
architectural
firm providing functional design and
construction solutions to clients,
announced the addition of Timothy
Bain as an Architectural Designer to
its design firm.

PARK PLACE JEWELERS-COMPLETED
Park Place Jewelers is open for business in the new Park Place Plaza
located in West Ocean City, MD! Fisher Architecture provided full
services including Architectural and Interior Design for this tenant fit
out, as well as the entire building shell of the twenty-one
thousand square foot Park Place Plaza. A feature to check out in the
new jewelry store (other than gorgeous jewelry) is the Infinity
symbol cloud amongst the high vaulted ceilings.
Fisher
Architecture also coordinated the Pandora, Alex and Ani and
casework
jewelry counters between the owner and other
consultants. Lighting was an extremely important factor to keep in
mind!
Also included in the design was a mezzanine created to
allow for upstairs offices.

FISHER NEWS

Fisher Architecture representing at the
Metropolitan Best of Party! Thank you again
for voting our team the Best Architect on the
Eastern Shore!

FISHER LIFE

Some of the Fisher
Architecture team at a much
deserving Happy Hour!

“Tim brings with him proficiency
in Revit and a motivation to
learn throughout
the
various
levels of architecture,” says Keith
Fisher. “He brings a lot to our team
and we’re excited to watch him
continue to grow in his profession.”
With experience in REVIT, project
management and graphic design,
Timothy will aid our architectural
project teams for Fisher Architecture.
He will be responsible for managing
projects from concept to completion,
renderings,
client
presentations,
animations
and
construction
documents. He received his Bachelor of
Science in Architecture and his Master’s
in
Architecture
with
from
Norwich University with a minor in art.
Timothy joined Fisher because he
was
drawn
to
the
office
culture promoting team unity and
professional development. He also
wanted
to
broaden
his
experience
with
the
multifaceted designs from all sectors.
In his free time, he enjoys going to
Nascar races or the local dirt track,
playing percussion in the local
community band, and visiting local
breweries.
Timothy
resides
in
Salisbury with his girlfriend.
tbain@fisherarchitecture.com

